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WARREN BASEBALL COACH HANDBOOK

This handbook was created to assist Warren Baseball and Softball Inc.-Warren Babe
Ruth League coaches and their teams. Always remind yourself that your goal as a coach
is to provide a fun, rewarding and safe experience for your players. Encourage your
players, stress fundamental skills and good habits which can be improved upon as the
players grow older. Respect your players, the other players, coaches, umpires and the
game itself.
Coaching Ideas:
1. Be positive
2. Have a practice plan. Start with throwing drills. Next, break up into fundamental stations
each station should last no longer then 7 minutes. Demonstrate the fundamental/drill
and explain why we are teaching it that way. Possible stations: hitting (tee, soft toss &
live pitching in that order), pitching, ground balls & fly balls. Next, teach common
situations that may happen in a game. Have players in the field and running the bases.
Finally, end the practice with base running.
3. Teach the fundamentals: If kids know how to do the skills correctly, they will be more
successful and with success comes more enjoyment.
4. Be strict about behavior expectation at practices and games for the kids.
5. Create competitive and fun drills to peak interest.
6. No more than 3 players waiting in a line.
7. No batting practice with all of the players in the field.
8. Research the game: You tube, internet, books and clinics
9. Connect with each kid at least once every game and practice.
10.Have a parent meeting or send a detailed email. Explain coaching philosophy,
expectations of the players and parent’s role such as appropriate behavior towards
coaches, kids, umpires and the other team.
11.Review Coach’s Reference Manuel from your Rutgers S.A.F.E.T.Y Clinic.
The fundamentals below have been develop by research from the following resources: coaching
clinics, interviewing coaches, books, websites and DVDs. There are many variations in teaching
the fundamentals of baseball but the fundamentals below were constant throughout the research.
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Hitting Fundamentals: Anatomy of the Swing
1. Stance checklist
a. Feet wider than shoulders, weight distributed evenly
b. Toes point towards home plate
c. Knees bent in an athletic position
d. Elbows are below hands in a V-shape
e. Hands are at back shoulder
f. Knocker (knock on a door) knuckles line up. Test- raise
both index fingers they should go up and in the same
direction
g. Bat at 45 degree angle
h. Hands are relaxed and loose
i. During stance body must be relaxed

Door Knocker Knuckles aligned with
index finger check.

2. Load- when a pitcher separates his hands the hitter will load
a. Weight moves to back leg
b. Pulls hands away from ear and shoulder
c. Front shoulder closes slightly
d. Eyes stay level, look for the ball in the pitchers hand on his release
e. Upper body stays tall, chest up and out
3. Stride- Stride occurs at the same time as the load
a. Short/soft step towards the pitcher. Foot step goes back down on the same spot
from where it was lifted from. This will prevent over striding.
b. Land on the toe, keep heel off of the ground
c. Keep weight on back leg
4. Swing
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a. Starts with the lower body slightly turning before the upper body. Fire hips towards
the ball
b. Front heel down back heel up, squash the bug with back foot
c. Head is steady. Front shoulder to back shoulder. Eye see the ball hit the bat.
d. Hands and knob of bat fire down toward the ball in a straight line.
e. Back elbow work towards hip
5. Contact
a. Palms are facing each other at contact
6. Extension
a. Drive through ball
7. Follow through
a. It’s recommended that youth finish with 2 hands on the bat

Trouble shooting bad swings: Common mistakes that youth will make and the drills to help
fix them. Drills are explained in the hitting drill segment below.
1. Casting the bat- when hitter extends the arm at contact losing power=fence drill
2. Dropping hands and looping the bat- too slow to the ball= Pump drill and Jeter chop swing
drill
3. No hips only arms- loose power= behind the back bat drill
4. Steps out and away from pitcher- bad habit but usually means scared of getting hit= Put a
glove down so the hitter can only step forward or else will step on glove.
5. Head pulls out- scared of getting hit or trying to hit the ball too hard= tee drill”shoulder to
shoulder”

Two Tee Drill

Hitting Drills:
1. Tee drill
a. W/ verbal cues: stance-load-step-swing.
b. 2 tee drill- set up 2 tees one in front of the other by 3-5 feet. Put balls on each. The
goal is to promote line drive hitting. The hitter will try to hit the ball off of the second
tee.
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c. Behind the back bat drill- Put the bat behind the player while he holds it with his
arms. He gets into his stance and hits the ball off of the tee by turning his hips
d. Pump drill- This drill promotes the hands going down towards the ball. The player will
hit the ball off of the tee with the knob of the bat. This will help develop muscle
memory so the hitter doesn’t drop his hands. You will have to raise the tee.
e. One arm swing drill- Start in a stance with both hands on the bat. Remove one and
swing. You can use each arm.
f. Shoulder to Shoulder drill keeps emphasis on keeping head down through swing.
“Watch the ball hit the bat” look at the top of the tee at the end of the swing.

Soft Toss Drill

2. Soft toss
a. Side toss-throw ball with a arc so that it will land on home plate
b. Back toss- stand behind hitter and toss
c. 2 ball side toss- hold 2 balls in your hand, toss both up and yell “top” or “bottom” the
player must concentrate on the ball called and hit it.
d. Tempo side toss- This drill teaches hitters to stay back. Toss balls at different levels
which changes the speed of the ball getting into the hitting zone. High arcing balls
represent slow pitches and balls tossed on a line represents fast pitches.
e. One knee kneel side toss drill- Get into a squared stance but on your knees. (For a
left handed hitter) Left knee stays down and the right leg will extend out toward
where the pitcher would be.
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PVC Pipe-Drop Drill

3. PVC drop drill- Take pvc pipe with a golf sized wiffle ball. Hitter is in a stance. The coach
will hold the pvc pipe high and on an angle, put the wiffle ball in and have it drop on
home plate. The goal is to have the hitter be quick enough to hit the ball before it lands
on home plate.

4. Fence drill- have each player face the fence. The hitter will stand straight up with the
bat. The player should be a bats length away from the fence. He gets into his stance and
swings. He shouldn’t hit the fence if he is swing correctly. Keys: make sure elbow is
going to the hip. This drill keeps swing compact and quick.
5. Derek Jeter Chop drill- Every time Derek Jeter takes a practice swing he overemphasis
the downward motion of his swing. He holds the bat high and then swings almost
straight down. This drill will help a player “feel” the downward action of the swing. This
will help a player not drop the hands and loop the bat into the hitting zone.
Hitting games for T-ball and Rookie League:
1. Knockout- 4/5 players. Line the players up with a bat and helmet on. Make sure they are
spaced out enough so that no one can get hit with a swinging bat. Put gloves out in the
field to mark a distance. Coach will pitch a wiffle ball to each player going down the row.
If a player hits a ball over the gloves then he gets to eliminate one player. Play until only
one is left.
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2. Homerun derby- 4/5 players. Use wiffle balls. Each player gets 5 pitches. Mark an area
with gloves as the homerun line. Put extra players in the field but they cannot catch a
ball past the gloves. Whoever hits the most wins.
3. Hitting point contest- 4/5 players. Coaches will pitch 5 wiffle balls. The other players will
be out in the field spread out. If no one catches the ball on the ground or in the air
cleanly the hitter gets a point.

Fielding a ground ball

Technique for fielding a ground ball:
1. Ready Position: Knees bent and on the balls the feet. Glove on or close to ground facing
upward. Glove is extended out away from body.
2. Player will slide to get into position catching the ball between his feet. If a ball is hit
father away he will do a crossover step not a drop step to get to the ball.
3. Player should catch the ball out in front of his body. A drill one could use: Place a bat
going from toe to toe and then roll a ball to them and they catch it in front of the bat.
Keep your eyes and head down; see the ball into the glove. The top of the players hat
should be visible by the coach
4. Second hand goes on top of glove as the player catches the ball.
5. The player brings the glove and ball to the throwing side hip as they are turning to
square their body up to the throwing target.
6. The player will then do a crow hop(hop and step)move then throw the ball
At the younger level use these following verbal cues to help them get the concept:
Crocodile (hands are in a crocodile position waiting for the ball to arrive) - on the skateboard
(square the body to the throwing target)-shuffle (crow hop steps)-throw

Catching a fly ball-two handswatching the ball into the glove.
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Tips on catching a pop fly:
The player should get themselves under the ball, two hands ready to make the catch. The glove
should be to the side of the head so that the eyes can follow the ball into the glove. This
obviously scares many kids. Let them work up to this with wiffle, tennis and rag balls. They
will never master the fundamentals if they are scared of the ball.
A player’s first step if the ball is hit past them is to do a drop step not a crossover step.
Pitching Mechanics:
Grip: Hold the ball like an egg.
Two (2) fingers on top of the ball and
the thumb directly in the center of the bottom of the ball.
The thumb should be placed underneath the ball at the 6 o'clock position. A common mistake is
to allow the thumb to slide up on the side of the ball. The four seam grip is designed to go
straight - little or no movement, but it is a very accurate. It is how the baseball should be
thrown from all fielding positions. Improper grips and bad mechanics along with repetitive
throwing can lead to arm and elbow injuries.If a younger player has smaller hands they can use
3 fingers on top of the ball.

Thumb under the ball-not alongside the ball.

4 seam- fingers across the “horseshoe” seams. This pitch allows for more control and speed
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2 seam- fingers go with the seams. This pitch will move more but loss of velocity will occur.

Change up- Many grips used. 3 fingers on top of ball with the ball set back into the palm.
Circle grip-index and thumb form a circle and the remaining 3 fingers are on top of ball.

Circle Change

Three Finger

Throwing Drills:
The following throwing drills are a progression on how to throw with correct technique.
Grip: discussed with pitching technique
1. Wrist flip drill
Players support throwing elbow with glove and, using only wrist action, throw to each
other for desired period.
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2. Knee throw drill- Throwing arm knee is on the ground
The elbow will be at a 90 degree angle from the shoulder. The player will throw the ball
and follow through over to the opposite knee. This teaches players how to keep the
elbow shoulder high.

One Knee Throwing Drill
3. Knee stand up drill- Start in same position as above. When you throw your body weight
will shift forward and the player will stand up. This teaches body weight shift.
4. Cement drill- Player will point feet towards target. The player cannot move feet. They
must twist the upper body to throw the ball. Teaches rotation of the body when
throwing.
5. Rocker step drill- Player will be in a straddle position. They will point the glove at the
target. The ball will be back facing away from the target to start. The player will rock
back to the back leg. The player will stride towards the target pointing the toe towards
the target. Then throw the ball towards the target.
6. Crow hop throw- Player will be in a straddle position. They will hop on the back foot and
then step and throw. You should progressively start moving further away from your
target. This helps develop momentum towards the target.
7. Long Toss- This is how one develops arm strength. Using the crow hop throw at greater
distances. Hat Drill- have the 2 players who are having a catch put their hat on the
ground in front of them. Stand back about 3yards from the hat. The players will aim for
the hat. Throw the ball during long toss on a line, no hi arching throws.
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Pitching Technique:
Youth (7-10) should start in a stretch position. This will limit extra movement.
1. Knee Raise and Foot Press (what the lead leg will do after the pitcher raises his leg)
a. Raise knee to opposite arm pit; simultaneously momentum goes forward led by the
hip/butt towards home plate.
b. Foot press is downward to the ground; not high and forward.
c. Stay tall with good posture. Chest up and out.
2. Ball separation and stride
a. Glove and ball at chest
b. As our leg lowers our hands break. During the stride the lead leg will hover over the
ground until hits the ground.
c. Bring ball back in a circular motion
d. Opposite and equal arm position. Point glove at target and ball should be pointing
away from target directly at second base.
e. Stride should be 80-90% of your height
If a player is 50 inches tall and we want him to stride to 85% of the height, his stride
would be 43 inches long.
3. Landing, forward arm swing & glove swivel
a. Land on the center line connecting the middle of the rubber to the middle of home
plate. Toe should be pointing at the target. Land on the toe not on the heel.
b. Get to foot strike as far and a fast as you can.
c. Initiate arm swing and keep hip closed
d. Elbow is high
e. The glove that was pointing down will turn to face us and we will bring the chest to
the glove. The tip of the glove will be pointing up.
4. Extension and finish
a. At release head is high and over the knee
b. Glove is at the chest and over the foot.
c. Release of the ball will occur 8-12 inches past the lead foot.
d. At release the pitcher will be off of the rubber with a toe drag. Reach for the
catcher’s glove.
e. Chest will be parallel with the ground.
f. Back leg drags then “kicks over the chair” to a balanced fielding position.
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Pitching Safety?
The USA Baseball Medical and Safety Advisory Committee teamed up with American
Sports Medicine Institute to research this question in 1996 and updated it in 2004. With
the help of Dr. Andrews, a world renowned orthopedist, they did a multiple year study
and found the following:
1. The #1 risk factor for pitchers getting injured is pitching when they are FATIGUED.
Improper technique is another main factor in injuries to pitchers.
2. Year round baseball was putting too much stress on the body. 2-3 months off from
pitching.
3. Pitch count: This will show the minimum number of pitches thrown in a day and an
how much rest a pitcher will need.
Age
8-10
11-12
13-14

1 day of rest
21
27
30

2 days of rest 3 days of rest 4 days of rest
34
43
51
35
55
58
36
56
70

4. While the number of pitches should be limited, the young athlete should be
encouraged to throw. This includes playing catch, playing other positions besides pitcher
and practicing pitching. When symptoms of arm discomfort or fatigue arise, longer
periods of rest are recommended.
5. No curve balls until 14.
6. 100 x age = total pitches per calendar year
How can you tell if your pitcher is fatigued?
1. Velocity drops
2. Can’t throw strikes
3. Pitches are too high or in the dirt
4. Pitch count
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Pitching drills:
Using the throwing drills is a great warm up drills for all pitchers
The following(1-3) are progression drills to practice the mechanics of pitching.
1. Knee raise; balance at knee raise for 5 seconds. Repeat 3x
2. Equal opposite drill. From knee raise/balance stride out. Break hands to; glove
pointing at target and ball back facing away. Repeat this action 3x(balance to
equal/opposite)
3. Kick over chair. Starting in equal/opposite position put a chair/bucket next to lead
foot. Have player start throwing motion. Back leg kicks over bucket/chair. This
drill helps get back side through. Repeat 3x
4. Put all of #1, 2 & 3 together into one motion. Repeat 5x
5. Stride drill- Hold onto the middle of towel. Get into your pitching stance. Do your
pitching motion and try and hit the bucket. The bucket should be 4/5 feet away
from the landing point of the lead foot. This helps kid learn how long the stride
should be.
6. Practice by throwing a football with the same technique.
7. 4 corner drill. Pitcher will pitch from designated distance. The pitcher gets 10
pitches to hit all 4 corners. Catcher will but the glove low inside, low outside, high
inside and high outside. 10 pitches to hit all 4 spots.

Proper warm up for pitchers:
1. Mechanic of pitching w/o ball; see pitching drills 1-4.
2. Throw flat ground 35 ft. 5-10x, 45 ft. 5-10x, 55 ft. 5-10x
3. Mound 10 pitches
4. Game time warm up 8 pitches
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